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Little League/Diamond Club/Jaguar Program – Philosophy 
 
 
As the head varsity baseball coach at Germantown High School, I believe: 
 

• Lucky to have the quality feeder programs we have and the ability to support a 
number of programs.  Most communities don’t have this. 

 
• Give as many kids as possible the opportunity to play.  I think its great that that 

Germantown kids have all these opportunities to play and develop. 
 

• Focus on developing (quality instruction) players – game to practice ratio.  
Playing a ton of games, doesn’t make you better, practice does. 

 
• Have fun.  Maintain enthusiasm throughout. 

 
• Be competitive – but winning isn’t the most important 

 
• Keep the focus on the kids…we are all in this for the same reasons-the KIDS.  

We all have the same goals, want kids to learn fundamentals, be a good 
teammate, win with humility and lose with dignity, and good sportsmanship. 

 
• My fear is that competing within our own community it will tear the little league 

apart.  We are one community, we shouldn’t compete against each other, we 
should be competing against Menomonee Falls, Mequon, and Glendale. 

 
• I want to be actively involved in all feeder programs 

 
• Germantown is one program, with all roads leading to the high school.  I believe 

it is important not to compete with each other.  We are one program (all in it 
together) and it is important to move forward together, to make Germantown 
the best baseball community in the state!! 

 
• Abraham Lincoln once said, “A house divided against itself will not stand” 



Germantown Baseball Pre game Hitting Infield/Outfield 
 

1. Dry-swing drills (whole team): 5-7 minutes 
 

• Players line up in rows of five or six spaced 10 feet or more apart.   
• Players focus on hitting imaginary pitches in nine different locations, each 

identified by a letter and number. 
• “O’s” for outside locations, “M’s” for middle locations, “I’s” for inside locations. 
• A pitch at the bottom of the strike zone is called a “1”, a pitch at the belt is a “2”, 

a pitch at the top of the zone is a “3”. 
• Players take six or seven swings at “O-1”, which represents a pitch on the outside 

corner (O) at the knees (1). 
• Basic sequence for players: O-1, O-2, O-3, M-1, M-2, M-3, I-1, I-2, I-3. 

 
I-3 M-3 O-3 
I-2 M-2 O-2 
I-1 M-1 O-3 

 
2. Break into hitting groups of 4 (4 groups of 4 players) 10 minutes per station 

 
• Group 1 – batting tunnel (stations) – groups of 2 rotate through 4 stations. 

 
 Tee – (2 tees) Extend Drill 
 Tee – Regular 
 Soft Toss – Load 3 x 
 Soft Toss – Regular  

 
• Group 2 – batting cage (on field) - sequence 

 
 1st round: 6 bunts – 2 sac (3b line), 2 sac (1b line), 2 squeeze  
 2nd round: 4 swings opposite field, 2 hit & run, 2 moving runner to 3b, 2 

scoring a runner from 3b with less than 2 outs. 
 3rd round: 6 swings 
 4th round: 4 swings 
 5th round: 3 swings 
 6th round: 1 swing 

 
• Group 3 – field, shag balls and receive ground balls/fly balls from coaches 
• Group 4 – field, shag balls and receive ground balls/fly balls from coaches 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



0 – 5:00 Split Infield/Outfield 
 
Concentrated Infield – coaches hit to each side of the diamond. 
 
Outfield – go to centerfield and hit fly balls and ground balls. 
 
 ss         2b 
      3b         1b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   X coach  coach   X 
 
If you have enough coaches, do a concentrated infield.  Coach on first base side hits to 3b 
and ss, they throw ball to player next to coach on 3b side.  Coach on 3b side hits to 2b 
and 1b, they throw to player next to coach on 1b side. 
 
5:00 – 10:00    Outfield throw to bases 
 
Outfield 2 throws to each base (2nd, 3rd, home) 
 
10:00-20:00 Infield 
 

 Infield throw ball around (c to 3b, 3b to 2b, 2b to ss, ss to 1b, 1b to c) 
 

 Infield up on grass, throw home. 
 

 3 groundballs to 1b (first round right at player, second to glove side, third to back 
hand) 

 
 1 and cover 

 
 Double Plays (two times around) 

 
 Finish with two groundballs to 1b, (first deep backhand to 1b, followed by slow 

roller to 1b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Germantown Baseball 

Bunt Coverage 
From a defensive perspective, it is imperative that we get an out when the other team attempts a sacrifice 
bunt.  They are giving us an out to advance one of their base runners.  Although we would like to get the 
lead runner, we need to make sure we get an out!!  We have 4 bunt coverage plays, in all of them; the 
catcher makes the call (what base to throw to).  He has the best vantage point and we don’t want multiple 
players calling out different bases. 
 
Cover 1 
We will use our cover 1 when the opposing team has a runner on 1B and we feel they will attempt to 
sacrifice bunt.  If the coach does not call out bunt coverage and the opposing team bunts, we automatically 
go into a cover 1 with a runner on 1B. 
 
          SS  2B 
 
      X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
 
 
Cover 2 
We will use our cover 2 when the opposing team has base runners on 1B and 2B. 
 
       SS          2B 
 
   X       X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
 
 
 

 
1B – charge and yell “Bunt” 
2B – covers 1B 
SS – covers 2B 
3B – charge and yell “Bunt” 
P – covers front of mound (Note: whoever 
fields bunt between P & 3B, the other has to 
immediately cover 3B so we do not leave 
base unoccupied) 
C – covers area out front of plate and makes 
the call 

1B – charges hard and yells, “bunt” 
2B – covers 1B 
SS – needs to work the runner on 2B (keep 
him close so we have an opportunity to get 
the lead runner) and rotates to 2B 
3B – stays home, unless it is a hard bunt 
that will get by the pitcher, he then needs 
to come get the ball and get the out at 1B 
P – covers the left side of the infield. 
C – covers out front of the plate and makes 
the call 
 



 
Cover 3 “Wheel Play” 
We will use our cover 3 in a situation where we must get the lead runner at 3B. 
 
   SS  2B 
 
   X   X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
Cover 4 (pick-off play) 
 
   SS  2B 
 
      X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
1st & 3rd Situations 
When the opposing team has base runners on 1B and 3B we need to be aware of a steal, double-steal, early 
steal, delayed steal or other plays.  We will use 4 different 1st and 3rd situational plays. 
 
-1- Catcher will throw just above pitcher’s head.  Hopefully this will draw the runner on third 
of the base and we will have him in a run down situation. 
 
-2- Catcher will throw though to 2B.  We are not concerned with the runner on 3B, we feel we 
can throw the runner going to 2B. 
 
-3- Catcher will pump fake to 2B and throw ball to 3B.  Hopefully the quick pump fake to 
2B will draw runner off 3B and we will tag him out. 
 
-4- Catcher will throw ball to 2B in front of second base.  Second baseman should come to 
the grass area between mound and 2B, catcher will throw him the ball and hopefully runner on 3B will 
break for home once he sees ball clear the pitcher.  Second baseman cuts throw and throws home. 

1B – charges hard and yells, “bunt” 
2B – rotates to 1B 
SS – needs to work on timing with 
pitcher, jab step (work) runner back to 
2B and then break hard to cover 3B.  
(Pitcher needs to wait until he sees SS 
break before delivering pitch to home). 
3B – charges hard and yells, “bunt” 
P – covers area in front of mound. 
C – covers area in front of plate and 
makes the call. 
 

1B – leaves base early, enticing base runner to 
extend lead. 
2B – sneaks behind runner and covers 1B 
P – throws a pitch-out 
C – snap throw down to 1B 



 



Germantown Baseball  Defensive 
Fundamentals  

 

Germantown Throwing Progressions/Dril ls    
(Every Practice and Pre-game 5 – 10 reps each)     Partner Dril ls  

as a Team 
 

1.   Last 10% follow      15’ Apart All players throw at the same time. 
a. Stand facing partner 
b. Find release point    
c. Isolate throwing hand 
d. Follow through to target    Captains will tell the players to throw. 

    
2.  Kneel Throw    20’ Apart 

a. Throwing side knee down 
b. Give Goal Post target    Team waits if a player misses a throw. 
c. Stretch arm back 
d. Emphasis on hip turn 

 
3. Standing  (T) Throw   30’ Apart Player that missed must sprint 
to ball. 

a. Stand sideways to Target 
b. Give Goal Post target 
c. Use full arm motion 
d. Follow through to the ground.   Player will sprint back to the team. 
 

4.  Normal Step & Throw   60’ Apart 
a. Turn body to throw 
b. Give Goal Post target 
c. Full arm motion over the top.   Team members encourage hustle. 
d. Follow through to Goal Post target 

 
5. Hop, Hop Throw   90’ Apart 

a. Emphasis on hop with throwing side leg 
b. Develops strength and accuracy    Builds excellent team unity. 
c. Can not over emphasize 
d. Take two hops and throw 

 
6. Off Balance Throw   90’ Apart Players want to work for the 
team. 

a. Run and Throw off wrong foot    
b. Step with opposite leg while throwing Left leg Right hand 
c. Develops coordination on quick plays  
d. Use more of a wrist follow through to Goal Post 

 
7. Field -  Throw    90’ Apart 

a. Thrower gets in a fielding position 
b. Infielders simulate fielding a ground ball  
c. Outfielders simulate catching a fly ball 
d. Catchers simulate throwing out runner  

 
8. Quick Release Dril l    30’ -  40’ Apart 

a. Goal Post at the shoulders 



b. Keep both hands ready and at the glove 
c. Set you feet as you catch the ball 
d. Use Quick Crow Hop to release the ball (Emphasis on Quick) 

Germantown Baseball Defensive Fundamentals 
 
Germantown Fielding Dril ls   

(Every Practice and Pre-game 5 – 10 reps each) Partner Dril ls  
as a Team 
 
1. Soft Hands with No Glove  15’ Apart 
 a.   Defensive Fielding Stance Tripod Position    

b. Head down to look the ball in Slow Motion 
c. Reach for the ball in font of you 
d. Bring the ball into the waist 
e. Quick Release Crow Hop and throw 

 
2.  Soft Hands with the Glove  20’ Apart 

a. Same Teaching Points as above. 
 

3.  Pivot Dril ls both Right and Left 20’ Apart 
a. Defensive Fielding Stance Tripod Position 
b. Pivot on the Balls of Your Feet before you move 
c. Cross over step and go 
d. Same Teaching Points as above 
 

4.  Backhand & Forehand Dril ls  20’ Apart 
a. Same Fielding Stance as Above 
b. Use Pivot Drill as above cross over step and go 
c. Continue moving to the ball with Glove on the ground in both directions 
d. Look the ball into glove and set crow hop and throw  

 
5.  Charge Dril l     60’ Apart 

a. Same Fielding Stance as above 
b. Roll Ball Slowly toward fielder 
c. Charge toward ball quickly 
d. Separate feet before you field and use soft hands technique above 
e. Set your feet use Quick Crow Hop and throw 

 
6.  Off Balance Dril l    60’ Apart 

a. Same Fielding Stance as above 
b. Roll ball slowly toward Fielder 
c. Charge toward ball quickly 
d. Run through the ball fielding on the run in front of you 
e. Come up throwing off your opposite foot 

 
7.  Reaction Dril l     20’ Apart 

a. Stand in Fielding position in front of your partner about 10’ away 
b. Throw the ball in front of the fielder at her feet 
c. Fielder will step toward the ball with either foot  
d. Both hands should work together in a shovel like motion  
e. Catch the ball on the short hop 

 
8.  Flip Dril ls (Backhand & Forehand) 15’ Apart 



a. Players stay down in fielding position  
b. Drop ball on the ground and pick the ball with throwing hand  
c. Forehand flip is underhand from the ground follow through to partner 
d. Backhand flip is a side-ways dart-like motion from the ground to partner 

Germantown Baseball  Defensive 
Fundamentals 

 

Concentrated Infield (Rapid 
Fire) 

 
1. Coaches hit ground balls across field.                                 SS        2b       
 
2. Concentrate on proper technique while fielding. 
  
3.    Alternate ground balls C1 @ 3rd  & SS,  C2 @ 2nd & 1st.  

 
4.  Players make EASY throws to SAME side of field.    3b                                               1b 

 
5. Pitchers can work with the middle infielders. 
 
6. Catchers and Outfield receive balls from infielders. 

 
7. If players play multiple positions they can move  
 to positions they play easily.      

                                      C2   Coaches  C1           
8.  This keeps all players moving and involved in a TEAM Defense Drill.  

Players by coaches can move in a circle to flip to coach then receive next ball from infielder.             
 
 
 

Concentrated Outfield 
 
1. Coaches hit fly balls or ground balls.    Center Fielders can rotate 
l ines. 
            
2.  Concentrate on proper Fly-ball & Ground ball &  

Safety techniques.       Left Fielders         Right 
Fielders 
 
3. Fielders must use proper Crop Hop technique during  

throws.  Infielders must communicate to Outfield.      SS & 2b 
 
4. Right Fielders throw to 2nd base with or without cutoff.  
 2nd Base or SS throw to 1st base and then to shagger. 
 
5. Left Fielders throw to 3rd base with or without cutoffs.  
 3rd base tosses to pitcher for backup then to shagger.         3b                                                    
1b 
 



6. Pitchers should back up 3rd or be used as shaggers.    P 
 Catchers can be used as shaggers. 
 
7. This keeps all players moving and involved   Ca    Ca 

 in a TEAM  Defense Drill.  
                  C2    Coaches    C1 
 
 
Key   = Thrown Ball       = Ground Ball         = Fly Ball 

 
Germantown Baseball  Defensive 

Fundamentals 
 

Germantown Outfield Dril ls    (Line Dril ls  or Shutt le Dril ls)  
 
1.      Touch Down Dril l  

a. Outfielders start running at full speed away from coach. 
b. Player must have glove close to body as they run. 
c. Coach Throws the ball out in front of player like QB and receiver in football. 
d. Players extend to the ball stop and crow hop back to cut off line. 

 
2. X - Dril ls 

a. Coach will use 4 balls to throw in different directions to form an X in the outfield 
b. 1st coach has player go away to the left.   2nd players comes in to the left. 
c. 3rd player goes away to the right.   4th player comes in to the right. 
d. This is a hustle drill Coach will throw the next ball when they catch the 1st ball. 
 

3. Safety Dril l  
a. Coach can throw or hit ground balls to players. 
b. Players must field ground balls with 1 knee on the ground to block the ball. 
c. Ball must not get through them through their legs. 
 

4. Turn & Burn Dril l  
a. Coach can hit or throw fly balls over fielders head to the fence 
b. Player must turn her back and run to the fence. 
c. Player must pick the ball up with her bare hand (not glove). 
d. Turn and Find and Hit the Cutoff player. 

 
5. Communication Dril l  

a. Two Outfield lines. Coach throws or hits the ball between the two lines. 
b. Players must call BALL  - BALL  - BALL if they are going to catch the ball. 
c. Other player must call YOURS - YOURS - YOURS if they are going to be the back up 
e. Back up player must be 10 to 20 feet behind the person going for the ball. 
 

6. Over the Head Dril ls 
a. Coach throws the balls directly over the player’s head. 
b. Players must run and catch the ball over their head. 
c. Players will turn and find the Coach or cutoff player. 

 
7. Diving Dril ls  ( fun dril l  to do when it  is raining) 



a. Coach throws balls to the left and right of the player line. 
b. Players must dive with glove extended to the catch the ball. 
c. Front Slide is where the coach throws the ball in front of player. 
d. Player slides keeping ball in front of them if they cannot catch ball. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Germantown Baseball  Defensive 
Fundamentals 

Germantown Infield Dril ls  
 
1. Small Ball  Dril ls 

a. 1st – 3rd – Pitcher & Catcher will work on fielding bunts and throws. 
b. 2nd  & SS will cover 1st base and 3rd base respectively. 
c. Coach will bunt the ball and tell where to fielder where to throw the ball. 
d. Players will concentrate on proper fielding techniques and communication. 

 
2. Pop Fly Dril ls 

a. Coach can use a machine or hit or throw fly balls to infield. 
b. Players must know their coverage zones and who has the right away. 
c. Players must call  BALL  -  BALL -  BALL to catch the ball. 
d. Communication is the most important part of this drill. 

 
3. Umbrella Dril l  

a. All infielders line up in umbrella shape around from 1st to 3rd base lines 30’ out. 
b. Players must leave 2 feet spacing on each side of each player. 
c. Coach will hit ground ball trying to get the ball through the umbrella. 
d. Players must field 20 ground balls in a row with out letting the ball through the umbrella. 

 
4. Middle Infield Flips 

a. 2nd  and SS will work on footwork around the base for double plays and tag plays. 
b. Coach will stand on pitchers mound and throw ground balls up the middle for flip plays. 
c. Coach will then throw ground balls to outside of players to work on pivot and throw plays. 

 
5. 1 st  & 3rd Situation Plays & Pick Off Plays 

a. All infielders must know the jobs coaches assigned to them on 1st and 3rd plays 
b. Players must communicate together show they are on the same page. 
c.         Outfield will run bases on steals to try to confuse the infield anyway they can. 
d. If infield gets an OUT they get a point if they do not outfield gets a point. 
e. Play start on each pitch to catcher. 
 

6. Infield X base running Dril l  
a. Players are located at all bases.  Start with ball at home and throw to 2nd base. 
b. When a player throws the ball to a base that player will run to the next base in order. 
c. The player that receives the ball must catch and throw in front of the runner at that base. 

 d. Then that player must run to the next base in order.  
e. Continue until throwers beat 10 runners in a row to the bases. 



 
7.  Pickle Dril l  
            a.         Runner in the middle of base line between 1st & 2nd,   2nd & 3rd , or 3rd & Home. 
            b.        Throw ball to lead base 1st to hold runner and move back to original base. 

c.         Fielder at base must be 3’ away from base and ready to tag. 
d. Thrower must use dart flip and throw away from runner (read runners back or shoulders.) 
e. Fielder should close out to runner to tag before slide. 

 
8. 21 Outs Dril l  For Both Infield & Outfield  (Team must record 21outs before  ? 
errors) 

a. Full Scrimmage with out batters, only base runners.  
b. Coach hits after the pitch to anywhere he chooses. (Can really work on weak spots) 
c. Base runners are live and do what they want. 
d. Bases never clear must be put out to go back to home. 
e. (This sets up many situations) 

 
Germantown Infield Dril ls  (Addit ional Dril ls)  

 
9. Shuffle,  Shuffle ……Throw Dril l 

a. Roll or hit player ground ball 
b. Player fields ground ball and shuffles until coach says “throw” 
c. Mix up “throw” call 

 
10. Web Gem (Dive Play) Dril l  

a. Have players start on both knees 
b. Roll ball just out of reach so players have to dive 
c. Player pops up quickly and makes accurate throw to base 

 
11. Relay Dril l  

a. Need 3 players for this drill 
b. Line up players 50 – 60 feet apart 
c. Middle player is the relay (cutoff) man 
d. Outside player throws ball to middle (relay) man 
e. Relay man receives throw and fires the ball to other player 

 
12.  Knee Dril l   

a. Have players get on both knees. 
b. Roll players a ground ball 
c. Players field ball out front and funnel to chest 
d. Teaches players to field the ball out front 

 
13. Duck Walk 

a. Players duck walk in crouched position 
b. Coach hits or rolls a slow ground ball 
c. Player fields and makes off balanced throw 

 
14. Short Hop Dril l  

a. Players start in ready position 
b. Coach throws a short hop, 6 inches in front of glove 
c. Player fields Short hop 
d. Add backhand and forehand short hops into this drill 

 
15. Box Dril l  



a. Players line up in a box about 40-60 feet apart (depending on age group) 
b. Each spot focuses on different fielding aspect 
c. Players always follow throw 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Germantown Baseball  Infield Dril ls  (Addit ional Dril ls)  
 
16. Ladder Series 

a. If you have a speed, agility, quickness training ladder 
b. Players step through ladder  
c. Different skills they can works on 
d. At the end of the ladder, have students field ball 
e. Help with agility, speed, quickness 

 
17. 3 prong Infield Dril l  

a. Coach hits ground ball to first baseman and pitcher covers 1B 
b. Another coach takes middle infielders and works on DP’s 
c.  Another coach works on slow rollers to third basemen 

 
18. Flip Game 

a. Line up infielders with partner (2 feet apart) in a straight line. 
b. Player and partner flip ball back and forth 
c. They cannot use their throwing hand, only glove 
d. Challenge team to go for 30 seconds without letting ball hit the ground 
e. Develops soft hands  

 
19. Ball  Handling Game 

a. Players form a semi-circle around coach 
b. Each player has a ball 
c. Players transfer ball from hand to glove 10x around waist. 
d. When players are finished hold up ball to see who wins. 
e. Then have them go around leg and scissors 

 
20. Cap Game (works best inside) 

a. Players stand with partner 10-15 feet apart. 
b. Players place their cap 1-2 feet in front  
c. Get in good fielding position (they cannot guard their cap) 
d. Object is for thrower to hit the cap (they get 1 point) 
e. If they miss cap and fielder bobbles the ball they also get a point 
f. If they miss cap and fielder correctly fields ball – no points 
g. If thrower hits cap and the ball gets by the fielder – 2 points 
h. Play to 10, this is a competitive and fun game to work on fielding 

 X         X 
      dive play          run-down throw 
 
 
     Coach 
 
 
 
 X         X 
      short hop             backhand 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Infield Drills 
Infield Drill 
This is a drill that can be used inside or outside to give fielders a lot of grounders in a short period 
of time. Line 1/2 of your players up at 3B and the other 1/2 behind 1B. Have a coach at home with 
a couple of balls. Have 1 player move to SS and another cover 1B. The coach hits a ball to SS. 
They field the ball and throw to 1B. The SS rotates to the end of the line behind 1B and the player 
who caught the ball at 1B runs to the coach, tosses him the ball, then continues behind him and to 
the end of the line at 3B. The coach should keep 2 balls in play at a time. While the player from 1B 
is running the ball to him, he should be hitting another to SS. Allow NO walking on the field 
The Great Infield Drill 

This drill we used in practice. Have a person on 1b, 2b, 3b, and home all the extra at ss. Hit the 
ball to the ss, The ss throws the ball to 1b, 1b throws the ball to 2b, 2b throws  
the ball to 3b, 3b throws the ball home. The ss goes to 1b, 1b goes to 2b, 2b goes to 3b, 3b goes 
to home, the person at home goes to the line at ss.  

Infield Relay Drill 

 

Have your players stand at 1B, 2B, SS, 3B, with 1B and 3B standing in the basepath about 2 feet 
from the bag. Start throwing around the horn, 1B-2B-SS-3B who reaches down and tags the bag 
with his glove. He comes back up and fires, 3B-SS-2B-1B who tags the bag also, then repeat. 
Emphasize speed; the players should try to loudly pop the ball into their teammate's glove. The 
close proximity of the players to each other will take away their fear of throwing wild; combined 
with emphasis on speed, they will learn not to overthink their throw. Count the number of pops in 
one minute, then bring in another set of players and see if they can top it. Your players will get a 
great rhythm going and develop confidence in turning and firing the ball. Emphasize a smooth, 
continuous "catch turn throw" from player to player. If the other team sees you warming up this 
way, and hears that loud "pop" with each catch, they might be less aggressive on the basepath.  

Blind Mice Drill 

This drill is designed to work on several infield skills for the whole team.  

The drill starts with positioning players at 1st, 2nd, SS, 3rd & home. The remainder of players are 
off to the side of 3rd to take the SS position in turn. 
The coach hits the ball to the SS, the SS throws the ball to 1st and runs to cover first base, the 1st 
base throws to 2nd (2nd base covers) 2nd puts on a tag, 1st runs to cover 2nd, 2nd base throws to 
3rd, 3rd puts on a tag, 2nd base runs to cover 3rd, (coach hits ball to SS and starts the drill over 



again) 3rd base throws home and runs to cover home, home tosses ball to 3rd as he runs in and 
the now home player gives or tosses ball to coach.  

This drill will work on fielding, throwing, conditioning, catching, tag play teamwork and hustle. It's 
also a great pre-game warm-up.  

NOTE  
Have a coach at first, behind second and third with extra ball for overthrows to keep the drill 
moving.  

Quick Thinking Drill 

This drill forces your infielders to think quickly!  

Set up your infielders and catcher (include pitcher if you like) as normal. Take a ball, and as you 
toss it up in the air to hit, call out a situation - i.e. "runner on first, one out." Then hit it to any 
fielder. They must think quickly think about what you called out and make a play to the appropriate 
base.  

Soft Hands Drill 

Position player about 5 yards in front of you. Have the player in the fielding position with back flat, 
head looking forward, and glove down on ground. Throw the ball so that it bounces and forces the 
player to raise hands from ground to catch ball. Stress the importance of having glove on ground 
and raising hands up to ball.  

Timing Throws From 2B 

This certainly isn't original, but how many coaches base their decisions on middle infielders on who 
"look good" while fielding balls? The bottom line is simply this, a player may have a rocket arm, but 
if his mechanics are lacking, the time it takes his throws to reach first may take longer than a less 
flashy player who happens to have proper mechanics. The bottom line lies in the stopwatch, but 
how many of us take the time to check that out? 
A good timing drill which fits in nicely with timing shortstops and their throws to first after fielding 
ground balls, is to time throws from second (i.e. turning double plays). Have a boy line up at 
shortstop or second, and then hit a ball (or simply have a player already have a ball in his glove) to 
the opposite fielder. Have that fielder toss the ball to second, and from the time the ball touches 
the player's glove who is taking the throw, till his throw to first touches the first baseman's mitt 
track it with a stopwatch. Players with good arms who take throws one handed, or who don't get 
their bodies in front of the throw will hurt their overall time. A non-flashy player with better 
mechanics will often times beat the flashier player. Because a player looks good, doesn't 
necessarily make him good. 
Prior to timing the players you need to decide if you are only timing good throws to second 
(obviously a throw in the dirt is not the same as a perfect toss chest high). If a coach makes the 
tosses, you can intentionally make bad tosses to see how a player does.  

Simply put, a stopwatch can be a powerful tool, but too many coaches get caught up in the flashy 
player, at the expense of good, solid non-flashy kids.  

Counting Hops Drill 

An easy infield drill my high school coach taught me. He would hit a ground ball to me and tell me 
to count the hops it took. This drill helps you to keep your eye on the ball. Most of the time you can 
see if a ball is going to take a bad hop and adjust. 9 times out of 10 you will field the ball properly 
with out an error.  

Bucket Drill 



One of the drills that worked best for me last summer  
during practice was the bucket drill. The way it works 
is by putting a bucket in front of the player and throwing 
balls right at the bucket. The player has to go around the  
bucket and pick up the balls throw out the runner and maintain 
balance. It also helps the fielder’s rhythm. 

Progression Drills for Infielders 

At a clinic I attended at the University of Nebraska when Tom Osborne was coaching, Coach 
Osborne made a point to let everyone know that at Nebraska they did progression teaching and 
they always started at he beginning.  

This set of progression drills follows Coach Osborne's recommendation. This is a set of progression 
drills for teaching how to field a ground ball. They start from the very basics of footwork, body 
position, and hands. As we are all aware of practice time, some of the individual drills will be 
combined.  

DRILL #1 - Players paired. First Basemen down first base line with gloves. Fielders two steps 
behind second-third baseline and two steps to the right of the right of the first basemen without 
their gloves. Fielders place ball on baseline. Fielders assume good infield position. On signal, or 
individually if preferred, fielder advance toward ball aligning at ball with both hands around ball, 
head down looking at ball, and feet in the manner in which you have coached them. (Note some 
coaches prefer for the glove side foot to be even with the ball and the throwing side foot about 6 
inches behind, others desire the feet to be parallel.) On the count of two, player picks up ball, crow 
hops toward the first baseman and gets into a ready position to throw ball. (Glove side foot should 
be pointing toward first baseman, weight should be on back foot, both hands at chest.) On three, if 
desired, throw should be made. (NOTE: Early season it is sometimes not advisable to make throw 
for obvious reasons.)  

DRILL #2 - Start as in DRILL #1, but this time, fielder places ball to their right or left. Remainder 
of drill is the same as DRILL #1.  

These two drills provide opportunity to measure basic fielding fundamentals and emphasize the 
importance of feet, body and hand position. It also provides the opportunity to check the 
relationship of the ball to the body when fielded.  

DRILL #3 - Start as DRILL #1, except fielder keeps ball in hands. On signal fielder rolls ball forward 
and continues on to field ball. This is reverse motion, but is effective in teaching the fielder not to 
overrun ball. If fielder over runs ball, he will have to reach between his legs and will inevitably miss 
the ball as he tries to reach behind him. It is also imperative that the fielder catch the ball the 
moment he stops. Having he player stop when the catch the ball will also enable a good lesson in 
the importance of having good body control when stopping to field a ground ball. The remainder of 
the drill is done as in DRILL #1.  

DRILL #4 - Start as DRILL #3, except fielder throws ball to right or left.  

These drills add movement and work on body control and balance.  

DRILL #5 - Start as DRILL #1, except have first basemen keep ball. First baseman throws an easy 
grounder (Remember fielders do not have gloves.) to fielder. Fielder fields ball and throws back to 
first baseman.  

It is imperative in these drill that attention be paid to how the fielder fields the ball with their 
hands. Some may be tempted to pick the ball up with one hand on each side. In doing this, they 
with have a hesitation in their fielding which will be noticeable. Fielders should field the ball with 
the glove hand coming in contact first and sort of swooping the ball up with the glove hand moving 
under the ball and almost pushing it into the throwing hand. This is how one fields with a glove. A 
fielder who waits for the ball with the glove on the ground and the hand in a 6 o'clock position will 
miss more balls than he catches. When fielding a ground ball, the glove is brought from a natural 9 



o'clock position, sweeping under the ball to a 6 o'clock position, then raising the ball as the 
throwing hand comes down. When doing progression teaching, you must replicate the task as 
closely as possible, changing only that which helps teach the part of the skill desired.  

These drills give a good take on how well the fielder understands the skill and how well they 
perform the skill. They can be done fairly quickly with the progression done smoothly. I use DRILL 
#5 as part of my pre-practice/pre-game loosening up drills.  

Adding Pressure to Infield Drills 

We have all heard the phase "you play the way you practice" or words to that effect. So why is it? 
We scratch our heads when one of our players blows a play in a tight ball game? Could the added 
pressure of the situation cause physical problems? I've seen kids perfectly field grounders all day 
long in practice but in a 1-0 game in the bottom of the sixth boot one! What happened to change 
this player who you liken to a Kirby vacuum. Stress and pressure?  

We have all been under stress and most of us know we don't react the same as when we are 
relaxed. Most of us also know that repetition makes a task easier and relaxes the player(s) when 
they are faced with the same situation in the future. The question becomes how do we create 
stress during practice in order to help reduce the same during a game? I believe you have to 
artificially induce the stress through competition or physical demands. Anytime you can devise a 
drill which pits two players against each other, puts a little more stress in the drill as the players 
naturally compete against each other. (If they don't they will not be competing long in sports). The 
other method is to make the drill more physically demanding than it normally would be. It is this in 
mind that I devised a very simple yet effect infield drill that I use at a majority of my practices.  

This drill I call the SS to 1st drill (really creative huh?) and I use it as a warm up into whatever my 
main infield topic will be for the given day. It only takes 10 minutes. Basically you split up your 
infielders (or everybody) in lines behind SS and 1B and hit a ball to the SS and he has to field it 
and throw to 1B. The 1B then throws to a catcher (coach to feed batter) and the next player in 
each line takes his turn. The stress is induced by making each player run to the opposite line when 
his turn is over. As the batter, you control the tempo or stress level by the amount of time between 
ground balls. If you let each player set up and get comfortable and make a play before the next 
one, little stress is induced, if however you hit the balls one right after another, you should see the 
boys hustle! (Especially if there are fewer than 8 players). I like to start easy and finish with 3 
minutes of me hitting grounders as fast as I can. I also put a penalty for any blown attempts... 
either an extra minute of fast or an extra wind sprint at the end of practice. After 10 minutes of 
this exercise every one is usually huffing and puffing and you definitely know who the guys with 
heart are and who the lazy ones are. You, as coach/batter, can also adjust for different players 
abilities. You hit wide balls to your slick SS and 2B (sometimes making them dive for the ball) and 
more directly to your 1b and OFs. One note: Make sure the runners run along the outfield grass 
and not directly between the positions. At the end the balls really start flying! I also challenged my 
team last season and told them if they could ever compete the 3 minutes without a single mistake 
I would treat them to "31 flavors". It took them a while but in the end we all had Ice cream!  

Anyway the benefits of this drill are many in my mind. 1) You get practice fielding ground balls 2) 
you do it in a stressful situation 3) you add endurance and stamina. 4) You really know the kids are 
warmed up when it’s over. 5) Kids can't dog it and hide. (It is very evident who is hustling or not).  

Throw Then Jump 

How do you teach your middle infielder to throw and jump to avoid the sliding runner? Can't keep 
running your players at them, but there is a way.  

Get ahold of a 5 gallon plastic bucket. As the SS or 2B is about to release the ball to first, throw 
the bucket at them. If they don't get out of the way they get hit by it, but no one gets hurt. It will 
take a little practice to get the hang of how and when to toss it, but it will help enforce the need 
and technique regarding how to get up and out of the way.  

1-2-3 Cross! 



Here's a nice simple infield drill (simple if the boys can count to three). This drill covers all of the 
throws an infielder will make, and it is so quick paced that the players enjoy it.  

Position a player at each base and home, give the catcher the ball. The players make three throws 
around the horn, then on the third catch, that player throws across the diamond to the player 
diagonally across to him. After four repetitions of this, the players run to the next base and start 
again.  

Here's how it works: C-3b-2b-1b-across to 3b; 3b-2b-1b-c-across to 2b; 2b-1b-c-3b-across to 1b; 
1b-c-3b-2b-across to c who makes a sweep tag. Players than run to the next base: c-3b, 3b-2b, 
2b-1b, 1b-c. Repeat this four times until the original catcher is back at home plate. Whenever a 
player throws to the wrong person, stop and give the ball back to him so he can get it to the 
correct boy. You will be amazed at how often the players will forget to throw across after the third 
throw. Keep working with them and it will begin to run smoothly. Once your fielders are 
comfortable with this drill, it makes for a nice pre-game drill. It is just sweet enough to impress 
your opponent!!  

Emphasis good, accurate, properly thrown balls; proper catching technique, and quick feet.  

Standard Infield Drill 

I've found that the standard infield drill (grounder throw to 4, grounder throw to 1, grounder throw 
to 2, grounder throw to 3, one & cover, double play, around the horn & slow roller) is the best. 
First, it is standard; second, it duplicates most fielding situations; third, its very familiarity gives 
you a chance to teach players the reasons for the routine.  

We go over the idea or theory behind each play. For example, the grounder go 4 is a play used 
ONLY when the infield is playing in to cut off the baserunner breaking for the plate. We ONLY use it 
with the infield in -- a SS NEVER throws home on a ground ball when he's playing behind the 
baseline. Put some runners at 3B and see if the team can really get the out in game-like 
conditions. You should show the catcher how to block the plate with his left foot pointing to 3B to 
protect his knees, and you should teach the infielders where to stand with the infield playing in. 
(You might also make sure the runners know how to slide).  

If you're ambitious, you can add a game setting component to the situation -- i.e., no outs, one 
out, or two outs. Tell the IF that the winning run is on 3B Needless to say, the kids probably won't 
back up to normal depth with two outs until you tell them -- and tell them and tell them and tell 
them. But they will learn that "in practice we back up with two outs and make a play at first" -- and 
eventually they will (almost) automatically do that in their games. That's when you know that the 
practice is paying off.  

By my count, there are exactly thirty (30) game situations that occur in LL games. The standard 
IF/OF drill rehearses the twelve (12) most common. These twelve should be drilled repeatedly (at 
least several times each practice and every day) & should be reviewed in extreme detail, with 
everyone going to the designated base/backup each time. Other plays (like bunt plays, foul 
popups, double steals, catcher pickoffs, appeal plays & the like) need to be rehearsed separately, if 
at all (usually with very experienced field teams or all-star teams). Leagues using leadoffs still only 
have about 45 total plays (including pitcher pickoffs, hit & run, etc.), but the twelve basic plays 
remain the same. (Pro teams have twelve different ways just to execute the double cutoff!)  

Two final notes on this matter. When I came to pick my son up at a baseball camp, he was just 
going to a one-on-one fielding lesson with one of the camp instructors. I tagged along to watch the 
week's tuition at work. I expected something difficult or at least exotic. Instead, the instructor 
spent twenty or thirty minutes hitting soft grounders from twenty or thirty feet; my son had to 
backhand them & throw back to the teacher. At first, I was annoyed -- I've seen five foot putts hit 
harder than these ground balls. What was wrong with the instructor??? Then I noticed that the real 
task was to make the backhand play in EXACTLY the right way. If the glove wasn't opened 
properly, if the throwing hand wasn't set, if the knees weren't properly bent, if the head wasn't 
centered just so -- if anything at all was not done textbook perfect, there was immediate feedback. 
And, of course, there was plenty of positive feedback for each little thing done right. My son 



learned to backhand well (he's 3B as the youngest player on his HS team) -- and I learned that the 
pros coach by reducing difficult & complicated plays to their basic components, then rehearsing 
them slowly. When the action heats up, the skill & confidence will be there.  

On the other hand, I'll never forget the only game one of my teams lost. We were comfortably 
ahead (4+ runs) in the 6th inning when everything started to break down -- my best fielder 
dropped a routine fly, 1B missed a normal throw, etc. The bases were loaded, 2 out, with the tying 
run on 3B. "Play at nearest base," I shouted, and the players all shouted "Play at closest base!" 
right back. The batter hit a high bouncing ball down the line. My 3B grabbed it on a high hop and 
had to step over the bag -- to throw home?!?!?!? Afterwards, I asked my fielder why he didn't just 
step on the base when I'd just told him he had a play there. "Oh, you call out plays all the time, 
but I don't know what that means, so I just tried to get a force and the runner was in the way and 
my throw . . . ." I learned not to assume the kids know what you're saying -- be sure they do. 

 

 

 

Developing Fielding Rhythm  

This simple drill will help players learn proper fielding positions and to help develop good fielding 
rhythm. The main objective here is to develop a timing mechanism for each player, and it helps 
them learn that the whole fielding process is a continuously smooth movement. Done correctly, the 
player’s movements should flow continuously and smoothly. It should look as if it is one sequence, 
not individual parts of a whole.  

1) Line up the fielders with a few feet between each player.  
2) Have the players assume the ready position with their gloves on. 
3) At the coach's command, have the players start forward as if moving to a ground ball in front of 
them. The objective here is not speed but smoothness.  
4) After a few steps the coach yells, "field". At this point each player should take two steps, first a 
right step, then a left step (left handers reverse this). The players are pretending the ball is going 
into their gloves at this time. The players hold this position while the coach looks to see if they are 
in the correct fielding position.  
5) After making any corrections, the coach says, "resume", and the players continue forward as 
before. 
6) Once the players become comfortable with this, the next step is to imitate the throwing 
sequence of right/left throw. The full sequence is right/left catch; right/left throw.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Germantown Baseball  Practice Plans 
Indoor Practice  (3 Hr) Practice With 
Batt ing Cages 

 
 

 

3:00               Footwork & Stretching   
3:15               Defense Fundamentals   
                     1  -  Throwing      2  - Fielding   
3:30               Concentrated Infield & Outfield   
3:40               In field Small Ball   
                     Outfield  X   -  Drills   
3:50               Infield Practice  Outfield Fly Balls   
4:05               Cut Plays From Outfield   
4:15               1st & 3rd Pl ays or Pickoff plays   
4:20               Individual Skills Stations.   

Germantown Baseball Practice  Plan 
  

Date:  3/14/11      # 1   

       

Time:    3:00   -   6:00   

4:30               Base Running Leads & Steals   
                     4 Infield,  4 Singles,   3 Double   
                     2 Triples,  1 Home   
4:45               Bat Drills    
4:50               Team Drills   Hitting  Stations   
5:00               Hitting Practice Pitch & Catch 1st   
                     Bunts  -  5  -  4  -  3  -  2  -  1  -  Live   
Pitchers & Catchers Pitch    
After Hit ting Group   
  

Commitment is what Transforms    

A Promise into a Reality   

Defense   Offense   

 
 
 

Out Door Practice Plan (2 hr) With or 
W/O Cages  
 



 

3:00               Footwork & Stretching   
3:10               Defense Fundamentals   
                     1   -   Throwing    2   -   Fielding   
3:20               Concentrated Infield & Outfield   
3:30               Infield Practice & Outfield Drills   
3:45               Small Ball  Or  Situations   
3:55               21 Outs Game   
  
  

Germantown Baseball Practice Plan 
  

Date:  4/1/11     # 10   

        

Time:    3:00   -   5:15   

4:10              Bat Drills   
4:15              Team Hitting Stations   
4:25              Hitting Practice   
                     Bunt & Run   
                     5 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 —  Live   
5:10              Base Running     
                     2 Inf.   2  S ing.   2  Dbl.  1 Trip   
                     Team Home Run Game   
                       

Champions Take The Time    

To Do Their Best Everyday!   

Baseball Defense   Baseball Offense   

 
 
 
 
 
Pract ice Plan #1 
 
Date used: __________   Coach: __________   Team: 
__________ 
 

Time 
 

Dril l  Coaching Tips 

1:00 – 1:10 
 

Throwing Progressions Focus on proper throwing 
technique 

1:10 – 1:15 
 

Full body stretch Shoulder, legs, groin & lower 
back 

1:15 – 1:20 
 

Base running Single, first to third, double, 
score from 2B, homerun  

1:20 – 1:35 
 

Concentrated IF & 
Outfield 

Defensive Reps, focus on 
proper fielding & throwing 

1:35 – 1:38 
 

Water Break  

1:38 – 1:55 
 

Infield/Outfield Blocks  
IF – Knee Drill, Shuffle Drill, etc. 
OF – X Drill, Communication, etc. 

Focus on proper IF/OF 
techniques 

1:55 – 2:25 
 

Hitting Stations 1 regular tee, 2 load 3x soft toss, 3 Bunting 
station, 4 ball drop drill, 5 extension  

2:25 – 2:28 Water Break  



 
2:28 – 2:45 
 

21 Outs Focus on game situations 

2:45 – 3:00 
 

“Find a Way Scrimmage” Simulating pressure 
situations. 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
Coaches Notes:  
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 
 
 



GERMANTOWN BASEBALL  - Hitting Philosophy     
 
It will be our philosophy to be relaxed, confident and aggressive at the plate.  We want to be 
relaxed in our stance and focus on tracking the ball (with both eyes) to the bat.  We will be aware 
of the count.  In a favorable count (2-0, 3-1, etc.) we will look for our pitch and hit the ball hard 
where it is pitched.  When we find ourselves with 2 strikes, we will extend our strike zone 4 
inches in all directions.  We never want to strike out without swing the bat.  We need to be 
mentally tough in the batter’s box.  Understand that hitting a baseball is one of the toughest 
things to do in all of sports.  We want to focus on quality at bats.  Just because we don’t get a hit, 
doesn’t mean the at bat was unproductive.  Know the situation, make the pitcher work (if the 
pitcher retires the first two hitters quickly, don’t go up and swing at the first pitch) be productive 
and don’t get cheated at the plate. 
 
6 STEPS TO BECOMING A GOOD HITTER 
 

1. Stance 
2. Load-Stride 
3. Pivot-Pull 
4. Push to Contact 
5. Extend 
6. Finish 

 
STANCE 
 

 Hands and Grip 
o Hands above elbows 
o Hands over back foot 
o Knuckles nearly aligned (knocking knuckles) 

 Bat Angle 
o 45 degrees 
o Barrel of bat over head (MLB logo) 

 Head and Eyes 
o Both eyes on pitcher 
o “Wide eyes” 

 Feet 
o Shoulder width apart 
o Knees inside of feet 
o Balls of feet 
o Rhythm 

 
LOAD-STRIDE 
 

 Keep the Box 
o Front shoulder 
o Front elbow  
o Hands 



o Rear shoulder 
 Stride 

o “Slow and soft” stride with front foot (6 inches). 
o Land soft on front foot 
o “Feel” body weight in point of rear knee 

 Hands 
o Hands go back and slightly up 4 to 6 inches (make sure you don’t turn your back 

to the pitcher) 
 
PIVOT-PULL 
 

 Knob of bat 
o Keep hands inside the ball 
o Take the knob of the bat to contact point 

 Bat Angle  
o “Land the plane” 
o Short to the ball 

 Back foot 
o Pivot (“squash the bug”) as you pull the knob of the bat 

 NOTE: Lead arm is most important in initial part of swing; back arm then becomes most 
important as you extend through the ball. 

 
PUSH TO CONTACT 
 

 Head and eyes track ball to contact 
 Back heel turned up (laces face pitcher) 
 Stiff front leg 
 “L” back leg 

 
EXTEND 
 

 Drive barrel of bat through the baseball 
 Extend bat 6 baseballs 

 
FINISH 
 

 Follow through 
 Maintain balance 
 Knob of bat, belly button, back laces should be facing the pitcher. 

 
Hitting Drills 
 

1. Load 3x and swing (Tee) Stance 
2. Load 3x and swing (Soft Toss) Stance 
3. Hit with knob of bat (Tee/Soft Toss) Pivot-Pull 
4. Swing Plane, “land the plane” (2 tees-hi/low) Pivot-Pull 



5. Bottom hand (tee) hit with bottom hand – use tee ball bat Pivot-Pull 
6. Top hand (tee) hit with top hand only – use tee ball bat Pivot-Pull 
7. Fence Drill - player lines up back side to fence (1 ft.) and swings Pivot-Pull 
8. 3 ball drill-place ball to simulate inside, middle, and outside pitch.  Have players get to 

contact point on each ball.  Push to Contact 
9. Inside pitch (tee) – place tee to simulate inside pitch. Push to Contact 
10. Middle pitch (tee) – place tee to simulate pitch down middle.  Push to Contact 
11. Outside pitch (tee) – place tee to simulate outside pitch.  Push to Contact 
12. Contact point drill (tee) – have players get to a good contact position (power “v”, back 

foot pivot, head down, palm up/palm down) rewind to stance and swing.  
13. Coil/Torque drill (tee) – from contact point, coil upper half and swing. 
14. Hip Turn Drill (tee) – work with wood dowel or bat around waist and snap ball off tee. 
15. Power Ball Drill (tee) – work with plunger inside a tee and hit deflated basketballs. 
16. Extend Drill (2 tees) – work with two balls, one in front of the other, feel bat hit both 

balls. Extension 
17. Tennis Ball Bounce Drill – (soft toss) bounce a tennis ball when the ball hits the ground 

the player loads and strides and hits the ball. 
18. Ball Drop Drill – (soft toss) drop two colored balls from above, player must hit the 

colored ball called at drop. 
19. Ball Toss Behind – (soft toss) player tosses the ball from behind player, working on 

hitting the ball the other way. 
20. Back Knee Drill – (soft toss) have batter on back knee, choke up on bat and swing, 

keeps focus on hitting with weight back. 
21. Single Tee Race – with whiffle bats and ball, on coach’s command see who can hit ball 

first, focuses on bat speed and taking hands directly to ball.  (Need one lefty and one 
righty for this drill) 

22. 2 Tee Partner Drill – (2 tees) on coaches command “ball”, player hit and see who hits 
ball into net first, focuses on bat speed and being quick/short to the ball. 

23. Vision Hitting Drill – (short toss/BP) players says “ball” at release point from pitcher 
and says “hit” at contact point. 

24. See the Ball Drill – hitters do not need a bat for this drill.  Number baseballs from 1 to 9 
(make numbers large enough to see from 40 feet away), coach or player goes through a 
wind up in slow motion and hitter calls out the number on the ball as the pitcher exposes 
the ball at release point).  You can also do this drill with cards. 

25. Track the Ball Drill – hitter stands at the plate without a bat.  Feeder tosses a strike and 
the hitter catches the ball with his top hand over the plate, tracking the ball in the strike 
zone. 

26. Two Ball Catch Drill – partner toss two baseballs to his partner and he attempts to catch 
both balls at the same time.  Helps with hand-eye coordination. 

27. Perception Hitting Drill – Batter takes pitches during bullpen sessions.  Have each hitter 
take 10 pitches, focusing on seeing ball out of pitchers hand. 

28. Chair Drill – (Tee/Soft Toss) batter sits in chair, than stands up and hits ball, focuses on 
hitting from bottom up, using bottom half. 

29. Reverse Top Hand Drill – (tee) batter reverses top hand and pushes the bat to the ball on 
the proper swing angle. 



30. Fast Ball/Off Speed Drill – (soft toss) feeder mixes up pitches, fastball – feed straight 
line, off speed – lob ball to hitter. 

31. Happy Gilmore – (tee) batter walks up, left, right, left load and hit.  Focuses on load and 
rotating hips. 

32. Balance Beam Drill – (Dry Swing/Tee) batter balances on beam focusing on being 
balanced and relaxed in stance. 

33. Sadaharu Oh Drill – (tee/soft toss) – batter gets in stork position, loads, focuses on 
rotating hips to contact.  Explosion Drill. 

34. High Tee Drill – (tee) place tee on chair, put ball at top of strike zone, have players focus 
on staying on top of the ball. 

35. Low Tee Drill – (tee) put ball at bottom of strike zone, have players focus on collapsing 
back knee and hitting low pitch. 

36. The Rolly-Polly Drill – (short toss) player gets on both knees isolating the top half and 
focusing on taking their hands to the ball. 

37. Red/Green Drill – (soft toss) color balls red and green, soft toss balls (mixing it up) to 
the batter.  Green means hit, red means take. 

38. Vision Drills – (short toss/BP) color balls between inside of seams (green = drag bunt, 
red = take, white = hit away) helps players warm up eyes for live hitting.   

39. Weight Back Drill – (short toss) player bounces tennis ball from 20 ft away so bounce 
will end up in strike zone.  The bounce signals the batter to load/stride and keep weight 
back before hitting. 

40. Freeze Drill – (tee/soft toss) after player makes contact and finishes their swing yell 
“freeze” and check for good balance and head location.  Head should be down and over 
back knee. 

41. Simulated Swing – (dry swing) line up players and coach simulates a pitch, coach then 
calls out inside, middle, or outside.  Players visualize hitting the pitch in that location. 

42. Plate Discipline Tee Drill – (tee) have coach position the tee for different counts and 
locations.  For example 2-0 count have the player put ball in their favorite location to hit.  
For 0-2 count coach can place the ball a few inches off the plate on either side. 

43. In, Out, Up the Middle Drill – (short toss/BP) place cones on outfield grass dividing the 
field into thirds.  As coach pitches, the batter must call out in, out, or middle depending 
on where ball is pitched. 

44. Bunting Drill – Set up two buckets, one inside each baseline (about 6 feet inside), have 
players attempt to bunt the ball inside the bucket. 

45. Bat Throw Drill – Have player (OUTSIDE) try to throw bat (use an old bat) straight 
ahead.  Teaches a player to extend through the ball. 

46. Medicine Ball Toss – have players hold medicine ball just above waist, rotate ball back 
(load/stride) and toss ball forward. 

47. Stick Ball Drill (soft toss/short toss)– use a broomstick or thunder stick with golf whiffle 
balls.   

 
 

48. “Never Enough” Scrimmage – Set up a scrimmage where one team is leading by 1 run 
in the top of the 7th inning.  Your goal is to get the kids to understand the importance of 
“insurance” runs.  Team wants to add another run or more to protect their lead going into 
the bottom of the 7th.   



49. “Find a Way” Scrimmage – Set up a scrimmage where your team is tied or down by 1 
run going into the bottom of the last inning.  They need to find a way to win the game.  
You can start a runner on 1B or 1B and 2B, have the batter sacrifice the runners over and 
the next batter tries to win the game. 

50. Right Field Game – have players go to a position on the field, coach will be the pitcher.  
The rest of the players wait to hit.  This is a live scrimmage.  If the batter makes an out, 
he goes to RF.  The RF rotates CF, CF to LF, LF to 3B, 3B to SS, SS to 2B, 2B to 1B, 1B 
to C (Catchers is only used if play at the plate). C to end of the hitting line.  If the batter 
gets a hit, he stays on base and runs.  If a player makes an error, he goes to RF and the 
other positions rotate to the position of the player who made the error.  This is a fun game 
and helps the kids to learn different positions. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Right Field Game 
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   LF     RF 
 
 
 
    SS   2B 
 
        3B      1B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
             C 
 
Batters…… 
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•  Stance 
•  Feet 
•  H

ead and Eyes 
•  Front A

rm
 

•  B
alance 

• B
O

TH
 Eyes on pitcher 







Load - Stride 

•  B
ring your hands 

slightly back. 
• Short (6 inches) stride 

– land soft on front 
foot. 

• H
ead stays still 

• W
eight on back foot 





Pivot - Pull 

• 
 Lead arm

 is m
ost 

im
portant in initial part of 

sw
ing. 

• 
 K

eep your w
eight back. 

• 
 B

ack arm
 then becom

es 
m

ost im
portant as you 

extend through the ball. 
• 
�Land the plane� 

• 
Track the ball to the bat 



Push to C
ontact 

•  H
ead dow

n – this is 
the m

ost im
portant 

part of sw
ing!!!! 

•  Eyes to contact. 
•  H

eel turned up. 
•  Straight front leg. 
•  R

ear hip drive. 
• B

ack leg – �L
� 











   
                                      

 



Extend 

•  A
rm

s extended 
– Extend through the ball 

at least 6 baseballs 
•  D

rive the ball 
•  B

elly button turned to 
pitch location. 









Finish 

•  Follow
 through 

•  M
aintain B

alance 
•  H

it through the ball 
w

ith eyes, hands, and 
backside. 

• H
ead should be in the 

sam
e place it started at 















B
arry B

onds 



A
lbert Pujols 







A
lex R

odriguez 

   
                                                                                                                          







C
hipper Jones 



Ivan R
odriguez 



G
ary Sheffield 









C
ollege Players 



H
igh School Players 



Little League 



Germantown Baseball 
 
Bunt Coverage 
 
From a defensive perspective, it is imperative that we get an out when the other team 
attempts a sacrifice bunt.  They are giving us an out to advance one of their base runners.  
Although we would like to get the lead runner, we need to make sure we get an out!!  We 
have 4 bunt coverage plays, in all of them; the catcher makes the call (what base to throw 
to).  He has the best vantage point and we don’t want multiple players calling out 
different bases. 
 
 
Cover 1 
 
We will use our cover 1 when the opposing team has a runner on 1B and we feel they 
will attempt to sacrifice bunt.  If the coach does not call out a bunt coverage and the 
opposing team bunts, we automatically go into a cover 1 with a runner on 1B. 
 
 
 
          SS  2B 
 
      X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
 
1B – charge and yell “Bunt” 
2B – covers 1B 
SS – covers 2B 
3B – charge and yell “Bunt” 
P – covers front of mound (Note: whoever fields bunt between 1B & 3B, the other has to 
immediately cover 3B so we do not leave base unoccupied) 
C – covers area out front of plate and makes the call 
 
 
 
 
 



Cover 2 
 
We will use our cover 2 when the opposing team has base runners on 1B and 2B. 
 
 
 
       SS          2B 
 
   X       X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
 
1B – charges hard and yells, “bunt” 
2B – covers 1B 
SS – needs to work the runner on 2B (keep him close so we have an opportunity to get 
the lead runner) and rotates to 2B 
3B – stays home, unless it is a hard bunt that will get by the pitcher, he then needs to 
come get the ball and get the out at 1B 
P – covers the left side of the infield. 
C – covers out front of the plate and makes the call 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Cover 3 “Wheel Play” 
 
We will use our cover 3 in a situation where we must get the lead runner at 3B. 
 
   SS  2B 
 
   X   X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
1B – charges hard and yells, “bunt” 
2B – rotates to 1B 
SS – needs to work on timing with pitcher, jab step (work) runner back to 2B and then 
break hard to cover 3B.  (Pitcher needs to wait until he sees SS break before delivering 
pitch to home). 
3B – charges hard and yells, “bunt” 
P – covers area in front of mound. 
C – covers area in front of plate and makes the call. 
 
Cover 4 (pick-off play) 
 
   SS  2B 
 
      X 
  3B          1B 
 
              P 
 
 
 
 
   Batter 
    C 
 
1B – leaves base early, enticing base runner to extend lead. 
2B – sneaks behind runner and covers 1B 
P – throws a pitch-out 
C – snap throw down to 1B 
 



1st & 3rd Situations 
 
When the opposing team has base runners on 1B and 3B we need to be aware of a steal, 
double-steal, early steal, delayed steal or other plays.  We will use 4 different 1st and 3rd 
situational plays. 
 
-1- Catcher will throw just above pitcher’s head.  Hopefully this will draw the runner 
on third of the base and we will have him in a run down situation. 
 
-2- Catcher will throw though to 2B.  We are not concerned with the runner on 3B, we 
feel we can throw the runner going to 2B. 
 
-3- Catcher will pump fake to 2B and throw ball to 3B.  Hopefully the quick pump 
fake to 2B will draw runner off 3B and we will tag him out. 
 
-4- Catcher will throw ball to 2B in front of second base.  Second baseman should 
come to the grass area between mound and 2B, catcher will throw him the ball and 
hopefully runner on 3B will break for home once he sees ball clear the pitcher.  Second 
baseman cuts throw and throws home. 
 
 
Cut offs and Relays 
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Shortstop lines up throw. Second baseman goes to second base. Outfielder gives 
shortstop a nice, firm throw. On balls between shortstop and third baseman, where both 
make an effort for the ball, third baseman switches with shortstop and takes cut-off 
position. 

�	������������ �����

Shortstop and second baseman call play—one will go out for cut-off, the other will go to 
 second base.�

�	������������� �����

Second baseman lines up throw. Shortstop goes to second base. Outfielder gives second 
 baseman a nice, firm throw. On balls between the first baseman and second baseman,  
where both make an effort for the ball, first baseman will switch with second baseman  
and take the cut-off position and the second baseman will go to first base. 

��	�����������������������������



��	����������� �����

Third baseman to third base. Shortstop lines up throw to third base; second baseman goes 
to second base; first baseman goes to first base. On balls that the third baseman and 
shortstop both make an effort for and when it is easier and practical for them to switch 
duties, do so—shortstop goes to third base while third baseman lines up the throw. 
Pitcher backs up third base in line with throw. 

��	��������������� ������ �����

Same, except the shortstop lines up throw from center field to third base. The shortstop 
and second baseman should switch duties on a ball hit through middle where both make 
an effort for the ball—the second baseman lines up the throw and the shortstop goes to 
second base. Pitcher backs up third base in line with throw. Ball to right field: 

Same, except shortstop lines up throw from right field to third base. On balls between 
first baseman and second baseman where both make an effort, they should switch 
duties—second baseman to first base and first baseman to second base. Pitcher backs up 
third base in line with throw. 

��	�����������������������������

��	����������� �����

Third baseman to cut-off position at plate. Shortstop to third base; second baseman to 
second base; first baseman to first base. Pitcher backs up plate. 

��	������������ �������������� �����

First baseman to cut-off position at plate; second baseman to first base; shortstop to 
second base; third baseman to third base. Pitcher backs up home. 
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Third baseman to third base. Shortstop to cut-off position to line up throw to second base. 
 Second baseman to second base; first baseman to first base but ready to back up throw  
if there is a play at second base. Right fielder ready to back up throw to second base. 

��	������������� �����

Third baseman to third base. Second baseman to cut-off position to line up throw to 
second base. Shortstop to second base. Pitcher and left fielder drift toward shortstop 
position to back up possible play at second base. 
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Third baseman to third base. Shortstop lines up throw for possible relay play at third. 
Second baseman trails shortstop as "safety valve" (10 – 15 feet behind) and calls play for 
shortstop: "no play," "third base" or "second base." First baseman trails runner to second 
base for possible pick off from relay man. Pitcher backs up third base. 

��	������������������

Third baseman to third base. Second baseman lines up throw for possible relay play at 
third. Shortstop trails second baseman as "safety valve" and calls play for second 
baseman: "no play," "third base" or "second base." First baseman trails runner. Pitcher 
backs up third. 

��	����������� �����������

Third baseman to third base. Shortstop to left field line in relay position for play at third 
base. Second baseman goes to bag; as sure double develops, second baseman drifts 
toward shortstop position to retrieve possible loose ball. First baseman trails runner to 
second base.  Pitcher backs up third base in line with throw. 

��	������������� �����������

Third baseman to third base. Shortstop goes to second base and as sure double develops, 
drifts into cut-off position for possible play at third base. Second baseman and first 
baseman go to relay position for possible play at third base, the best arm as relay man, the 
other as "safety valve" and play caller. Left fielder is alert to back up third base. Pitcher 
backs up third base. 
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Third baseman to third base. Shortstop lines up play for possible relay play at home. 
second baseman trails shortstop as "safety valve" and calls play "home," "third base" or 
"no play."  First baseman to cut-off position around mound. Pitcher backs up home, but if 



there is no play there, backs up third base for possible play. Right fielder is alert to cover 
second base.�

�	������������������

Third baseman to third base. Second baseman lines up play for possible relay play at 
home. Shortstop trails second baseman as "safety valve" and calls play "home," "third 
base" or "no play." first baseman to cut-off position around mound Pitcher backs up 
home plate first, but if there is no play at home, moves into position to back up third base. 
Left fielder is alert to back up third base. 

��	����������� �����������

Third baseman to third base; calls play for shortstop with "home," "third base," "no play" 
or "second base." Shortstop lines up play for possible relay play at home. Second 
baseman to second base. First baseman to cut-off position along third base line. Pitcher 
backs up home plate in line with throw to plate. Right fielder alert to cover second base. 

�	������������� �����������

Third baseman to third base. Second baseman and first baseman to right field line, the 
best arm in the relay position for play at the plate with the other as "safety valve" and 
play caller. Shortstop to second base; as sure double develops, shortstop moves into cut-
off position for possible play at third base. Pitcher backs up home, but if there is no play 
at home, moves into position to back up third base. Left fielder is alert to back up third 
base. On a throw to the plate where the runner is safe, the catcher should go out and meet 
the ball for a possible play at third base. 
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